Synthetic color indices and interstellar reddening-free (J-parameters are calculated for the original Sloan photometric system using flux distribution functions of real stars and Kurucz model synthetic spectra as radiation sources. Various two-color and interstellar reddening-free Q, Q diagrams are analyzed. Some color indices of the system are good temperature indicators, however, they can be applied only for the unreddened stars or the reddening should be known. Temperatures and gravities of the reddened stars can be determined by using multidimensional space formed by several interstellar reddening-free Q-parameters. The accuracy of photometric classification is very different in various temperature and gravity ranges. When expressed in spectral classes, the classification accuracy in temperatures is from ±1 to ±10 spectral subclasses and in gravities from ±0.1 to ±3.0 dex. The highest accuracy of spectral classes and gravities is for late B, late F, early G and all M subclasses.
INTRODUCTION
In astrophotometry there is a permanent conflict between photometric systems in the limiting magnitude and the information content. The super-broad systems, sometimes called as the cosmological systems, such as UJFN (Couch & Newell 1980 , Kron 1980 , Kron & Chiù 1981 , Schild & Kent 1981 , Koo & Kron 1982 , Kurilienè 1985 , Koo 1986 or ugriz (Thuan L· Gunn 1976 , Wade et al. 1979 , Schneider et al. 1983 ) are intended to be used for photometry of stars and galaxies at the limiting possibilities of our telescopes and light detectors. To achieve the faintest possible objects, the super-broad-band systems sacrifice the information obtainable by photometric observations. The loss of information is especially sensible for photometric classification of stars, especially in the case of non-zero interstellar reddening.
On the other hand, the super-broad-band systems are typical examples of the instrumentation-based choice. The passbands of the UJFN system are based on the detectors which were available in the 1970s: the sensitivity limits of the J-, F-and N-type photographic plates. The ugriz system is an attempt to implement the photographic system by the CCD techniques. This means that the passband positions, widths and forms of these systems are selected accidentally, without relation to the physical parameters of stars and interstellar dust.
Probably the same situation is with the five-color system, known as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) system which was implemented for the Northern Sky Survey down to 20 mag (Fukugita et al. 1996 , Gunn et al. 1998 . The system comprises five passbands u', g', r', i' and z' which divide the range from the atmospheric cutoff at 300 nm to the near infrared sensitivity limit of CCD into five almost nonoverlapping passbands with the widths of 60-150 nm. No explanation is given in the published literature sources, why this number of passbands was selected and why they are in these positions. The only exception is the u' filter which was taken to achieve a higher sensitivity of u'-g' to the height of the Balmer jump. Also it is said that the division of the passbands g' and r' is designed to exclude the strongest night-sky lines of 0 I 5577 and Hg I 5460, as in the case with the ugriz photometric system.
The Sloan system does not repeat any of the existing broadband systems, and the transformation between magnitudes and color indices of these systems in most cases is nonlinear and multivalued (Fukugita et al. 1996) .
Two investigations of the Sloan system possibilities for stellar classification have been published. One is by Lenz et al. (1998) and is based on synthetic colors calculated for Kurucz model spectra and for the Gunn & Stryker (1983) atlas of flux distribution functions. The colors of stars are explored as a function of temperature, surface gravity and metallicity. It is shown that in some ranges of temperatures it is possible to estimate gravities and metallicities of unreddened stars. In this respect the most informative is the u '-g', g'-r' diagram. The second paper is by Krisciunas et al. (1998) . It is based on photometry of normal stars and stars with some peculiarities: carbon stars, cataclysmic variables, metal-poor stars, blue horizontal-branch stars, pulsating variables. Some peculiar stars are shown to be identifiable on the basis of SDSS photometry but again only in the case with no interstellar reddening.
Since the system will be used for photometry of millions of stars, it is worth to investigate the system more carefully. A considerable fraction of the measured stars will be reddened by interstellar dust; thus, it is important to estimate the classification possibilities of the system using interstellar reddening-free Q-parameters.
On the other hand, the Sloan system has been proposed as the broad-band system for the Gaia orbiting observatory of ESA which is planned for launch next decade. In this respect it is important to see how the Sloan system could be used for stellar classification.
Color indices, color excesses and interstellar reddening-free Qparameters of stars representing 98 MK types (spectral classes from 07 to M7 and luminosity classes from V to la) were calculated for the flux distribution functions from the catalog of Sviderskiené (1988) . Additionally, we have used flux distribution functions of 10 F-G subdwarfs, 8 G-K metal-deficient giants and 6 blue horizontal-branch stars of spectral type A from Sviderskiené (1992) . The following equations were used:
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Wavelength (nm) Fig. 1 . Energetic response functions of the Sloan passbands, normalized to 1.0 at maximum.
Here F(X) are the flux distribution functions, R(λ) are the response functions of corresponding passbands and τ χ (λ) is the transmittance function of interstellar dust of χ relative units. Since we use F(X) functions expressed as a flux per unit wavelength interval in energy units, the R(X) function must be expressed as the response to energy, not to the number of quants. Consequently, for obtaining R(Λ) functions, the quantum efficiency function of CCD must be transformed to the energy scale by the equation
Here QE (λ) is the quantum efficiency curve of CCD from Fukugita et al. (1996) . The response functions, which were obtained by this procedure, are shown in Fig. 1 .
The integration step was 5 nm since all the flux distribution functions are binned to this wavelength interval. The constants in Eq. (1) were chosen to make all color indices to be zero for an unreddened 07-type star.
The standard transmittance function of the unit quantity of interstellar dust was taken from Straizys (1992 , Table 3 ). Its unit quantity corresponds to the color excess EB-V = 1.0 and to the ratio R = AY¡ΕΒ-V = 3.15 for O-B stars. Fig. 2 shows the computed diagram u'-g' vs. g' -r' with the smoothed sequences of stars of different luminosities, without individual stars. The solid line for the main sequence extends from 07 V to M7 V stars, the short-dashed line for giants extends from G5 III to M7 III stars and the long-dashed line for supergiants extends from BO I to M2 lab stars. The arrow represents the interstellar reddening line for O-type stars with a slope EU-G¡EG-R = 1.04 (in the subscripts we shall use the designations of passbands without the ' signs). Due to the band-width effect, the reddening line slope increases with decreasing temperature (see more in Section 3.3).
RESULTS

Unreddened stars
This diagram gives a crude classification of the stars with zero interstellar reddening. In this case, the g'-r' color index is an approximate indicator of temperature with slightly different scales for different luminosity classes. Fig. 3 shows the dependence of g'-r' on log Te for the main sequence stars, giants and supergiants. The calibration is based on the temperature tabulation from Straizys (1992) . For the stars later than A5 the dependence of g'-r' on logTe is almost luminosity-free, while for the hotter stars the temperatures of supergiants of the same g'-r' are higher than for the main sequence stars.
The luminosity effects in Fig. 2 are quite significant but the classification of stars in luminosity classes is hardly possible since almost all supergiants are at low galactic latitudes and great distances; therefore they are considerably reddened. It seems, however, that the diagram makes possible the identification of all Κ and M dwarfs, since giants and supergiants of the same temperatures form a separate sequence, which is separated from the main sequence up to 0.4 mag. Also, there is some possibility to estimate luminosity classes of unreddened A and F stars where the separation between sequences of luminosity V and I stars is ~ 0.2 mag. One more positive property of the u'-g' vs. g'-r' diagram is the possibility to identify F-G subdwarfs and G-K giants with extreme metal deficiency. In Fig. 2 these stars are shown by triangles and squares, respectively. The excesses δ (u'-g') for subdwarfs are up to 0.15 mag (with respect to normal dwarfs) and for G-K metaldeficient giants they are up to 0.25 mag (with respect to normal G-K giants). However, met al-deficient stars can be identified only in the case when the stars of other types in the investigated sky area are also unreddened.
Six blue horizontal-branch stars are also shown in Fig. 2 . Although u'-g' indices of these stars are 0.05-0.10 mag larger than for the mean main sequence, their identification is hardly possible since the main sequence has some intrinsic width. Also, normal A-type luminosity III stars appear in the same area of the diagram.
Other color indices of the Sloan system are less sensitive to luminosity, but they are good for estimation of the effective temperature of unreddened or dereddened stars. Figs. 4 and 5 show the plots of r'-i' and i'-z' against log T e . On both plots the luminosity differences are small, except for late M-type giants. Subdwarfs, met al-deficient giants and horizontal-branch stars do not differ from stars of solar chemical composition.
The two-color diagram g'-r' vs. r'-i' diagram (Fig. 6) is useless for classification in luminosities. However, it is useful for singlevalued identification of M-type stars: due to strong blocking of radiation by Ti O bands in the red part of the spectrum, color index g'-r' stops to increase with decreasing temperature. This gives a possibility to recognize M-type stars even with interstellar reddening present, since the reddening line forms a large angle with the intrinsic sequences. However, M-type star sequences of all luminosities are too close to be useful for luminosity classification.
The two-color diagram r'-i' vs. i'-z' (Fig. 7) is useless for any classification of normal stars. In fact, there is almost a linear dependence between both indices from the hottest to the coolest stars.
Reddened stars
For the classification of stars, affected by interstellar reddening, it is comfortable to use the reddening-free Q-parameters defined by Eq. (2). There are different possibilities of using Q-parameters for stellar classification. The simplest method is based on Q, Q-diagrams calibrated in terms of spectral classes (or temperatures) and absolute magnitudes (or gravities). Another more powerful method is to use more than two Q-parameters, forming a multidimensional space cells. At the beginning we shall describe some most useful Q, Q diagrams of the Sloan system. Unfortunately, all Q, Q diagrams are almost useless for the classification of the majority of normal stars, except of early Β subclasses and M-type stars.
The most useful for the identification of B-and M-type stars is the Q (u'g'r') vs. Q (g'r'i') diagram, shown in Fig. 8 . Here all normal stars earlier than B5 V and AO I with Q (u'g'r 1 ) < 0.5 do not overlap with any other type of stars. Also, all normal stars of spectral classes later than M3 have Q (g'r'i') < 0. Additionally, there is a large space between M-giants and M-dwarfs what makes possible their luminosity classification. . Designations are the same as in Fig. 3 . The reddening line with the slope for O-type stars is shown. Fig. 9 shows one more diagram, Q (g'r'i') vs. Q (r'i'z'), which is also useful for separation of M-type stars from stars of the remaining spectral types. The diagram does not include the ultraviolet magnitude. Therefore, it is usable in the cases when stars are too faint to be measured in the ultraviolet.
S.S. Ratios of color excesses
In the case of heterochromatic passbands, interstellar extinction is dependent on flux distribution (see Eq. (4)), i.e. the extinction A in the same passband is different for stars of various spectral types when the same quantity of interstellar dust is crossed by starlight. Moreover, in the case of broad passbands the dependence of A on the quantity of interstellar dust χ ceases being linear. The broader is 
The interstellar reddening-free diagram Q(u'g'r') vs. Q(g'r'i').
All stars of spectral classes from O to Κ of all luminosity classes are shown by small dots, M-type dwarfs are large dots, M-type giants are crosses and M-type luminosity I-II stars are circles. the response function, the larger is the variation of A with F (λ) and the larger are deviations of the relationship A vs. χ from linearity.
The very broad passbands of the Sloan system promise a strong band-width effect on the extinctions in different passbands A, and Aj. Since the color excess Eij = A¡ -Aj, the character of variation of Eij depends on the difference of bandwidth effects on Ai and Aj.
This means that Eij increases with decreasing temperature if the response function Rj{Λ) is broader than Rj(\) and decreases with decreasing temperature if the i?¿(A) is broader than Rj(\).
As a result, the ratios of two color excesses Eij/Eke can show different Designations are the same as in Fig. 8 .
character of variation with temperature. In some cases, the ratio can be almost constant even for very broad passbands. The dependence of the ratios Eu-g/Eg-r, Eg-r/Er-i and Er-i/Ei-z on the temperature-dependent color index g'-r' is shown in Fig. 10 . This variation of color-excess ratios should be taken into account in calculating Q-parameters. The variation of Eu-g/Eg-r is uncomfortably large, being about 40 % of its minimum value. This happens due to a considerable difference in widths of the u' and g' passbands. At the beginning of classification, we know nothing about spectral class and luminosity of the star, consequently, we do not know which value of E,j/Eke ratios to accept when calculating the reddening-free Q-parameters. Thus, at the beginning we must take some average values of Eij/Eke, calculate preliminary values of Qs, obtain preliminary values of temperature and gravity, then take Eij/Eke ratios according to these physical parameters and calculate new values of Qs, apply them for obtaining better values of temperature and gravity. This procedure should be repeated some times until the convergence of temperature, gravity and Eij/Ekt ratios.
CLASSIFICATION USING SOME Q-PARAMETERS TOGETHER
A comfortable method for estimation of the classification accuracy of any photometric system using the interstellar reddeningfree Q-parameters has been proposed by Straizys, Liubertas and Lazauskaité (1998) . The method uses a grid of synthetic spectra to simulate observations of different accuracy. Observational errors are added to color indices (or Q-parameters) of the Kurucz models, forming 100 "observations" of each model. Then for each of these simulated "observations" we determine T e and logg by fitting their color indices (or Q-parameters) to color indices (or Q-parameters) of 5673 standard models of solar chemical composition, formed from the basic 409 Kurucz models by interpolation. Then all these simulated "observations" are plotted on the T e vs. log g diagram. As a consequence, each Kurucz model in this diagram is smeared into a cluster of 100 points of different form and orientation. Each point cluster can be circumscribed by a confidence ellipsis: the probability that the points are within the area marked by ellipsis is approximately 95%.
We have simulated the observations in the Sloan system by taking rms errors σ = 0.01 mag for color indices and σ = 0.02 mag for the following seven Q-parameters: Q(u'g'r'), Q(u'r'i'), Q (u'g'r'i'), Q (u'r'z'), Q (g'r'i'), Q (r'i'z'), Q (g'r'i'z').
The results are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 in the form of four T e vs. logg diagrams in each figure. The first of the four diagrams corresponds to temperatures of B-type stars, the second one -to temperatures of A-type stars, the third one -to temperatures of F-and G-type stars and the fourth one -to temperatures of K-and M-type stars. Fig. 11 corresponds to classification by color indices (for unreddened stars only) and Fig. 12 corresponds to classification by Q-parameters. The last diagram can be applied both to unreddened and reddened stars. Let us estimate the classification accuracy. In the case of unreddened stars (Fig. 11 ) the accuracy of spectral classes everywhere is < 1 subclass in the decimal division of spectral classes. The accuracy of gravities is variable: it is ±1.2 dex for B-type stars of early sub- classes, ±(0.3-1.2) dex for B-type stars of late subclasses, ±(0.1-0.5) dex for A-type stars, ±(0.2-0.5) dex for F-type stars, ±(0.1-2.0) dex for G-type stars, ±(0.1-2.0) dex for K-type stars and about ±0.1 dex for M-type stars.
In the case of classification by Q-parameters (Fig. 12) , the temperature accuracy is lower: ±2 subclasses for B-type stars of early subclasses, ±1 subclass for B-type stars of late subclasses, ±(2-10) subclasses for A-and F-type stars, ±(2-5) subclasses for G-and K-type stars and ±1 subclass for M-type stars.
The accuracy of gravities is the following: ±(0.5-2.0) dex for B-type stars, ±(0.5-1.5) dex for A-type stars, ±(0.3-2.0) dex for F-type stars, ±(0.2-2.0) dex for G-type stars, ±(0.5-3.0) dex for K-type stars and ±(0.1-0.2) for M-type stars.
In Fig. 12 a strong correlation of temperature and gravity errors in some ranges of temperatures is observed. For B, A and F star temperatures the error ellipses are prolonged from lower left to upper right. This mean that the positive temperature error usually happens together with positive gravity error and vice versa. For G-type stars and especially for K-type stars the error ellipses are prolonged in opposite direction: from lower right to upper left.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Synthetic photometry, based on energy flux distribution functions of both real stars and Kurucz model atmospheres, demonstrates that the Sloan system is useful for photometric classification of solar composition stars in temperatures and absolute magnitudes (or gravities). At high galactic latitudes, where interstellar reddening is either absent or small, the system can be used for determination of spectral classes for normal stars within one spectral subclass in the decimal division of spectral classes. This accuracy is of the same order or even better than in the MK spectral classification system. Gravity estimation errors for the stars of A, F and M classes do not exceed ±0.5 mag and they are also comparable with the luminosity estimation in the MK system.
For reddened stars the situation is more complicated due to lower accuracy of temperature and gravity determination and due to strong dependence of E u -g /E g -r ratio on spectral type. If the color-excess variations with spectral type will be surmounted by several iterations, the classification of solar metallicity stars will be better than ±5 decimal spectral subclasses everywhere, except for A-and Ftype stars close to the main sequence. Unfortunately, the expected accuracy of gravity for reddened stars is very low, except for the temperature range of M-type stars.
The observed color indices of stars can be used for determining color excesses if their intrinsic color indices are taken from tables for the concrete values of temperatures and gravities. Let us estimate the accuracy of color excesses of stars of various spectral types for the Sloan system within the obtained accuracy of temperatures and gravities.
The best color index for this purpose is i' -z'. This color index shows temperature dependence which is the same for all luminosity classes (Fig. 5) . Only M giants exhibit a separate sequence but this is not a problem since the Sloan system gives a good classification of M-type stars in luminosities. Table 1 gives the errors of color excesses Ei-Z (which are equal to errors of intrinsic color indices i' -z') for the stars showing the largest temperature errors within each spectral class. Since the ratio of excesses Ε{-ζ /Εβ-ν ~ 0.5, the excesses EB-V, given in the last column of Table 1 , are twice larger. Table 1 shows that the largest EB-V errors are for A-F stars near the main sequence and for K-type giants. The error AEB-V & ±0.1 mag gives the error of interstellar extinction ΔΑν ~ ±0.3 mag. This error is important for estimating accuracy of absolute magnitudes of reddened stars determined from trigonometric parallaxes (My = V -AY + 5 + 5 log π).
